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What I do...
The Changing Oceans
Keep them varied...
How I do them...
Spread the word...

Irene Sans @IreneSans · Jun 11
Oceans are critical to every living organism in Earth & they're changing! Video: at.wftv.com/2rLjHkp

It takes time

facebook
Feedback...

Oceans control our weather & climate pattern. They're critical to every living organism in Earth & they're changing!

at.wftv.com/2scHQie

Robert Blake throwing the BS flag
Like · Reply · December 10, 2016 at 9:28pm

Bruce Pantke OH WELL....TIME TO BUILD MORE POWER PLANTS....LOOK AT THE BENEFITS....MORE JOBS....FEWER HEAVY CLOTHES TO BUY AND WEAR AND NO SNOW SHOVELING....LMAO.
Like · Reply · December 9, 2016 at 12:09pm · Edited

CLOTHES TO BUY AND WEAR AND NO SNOW SHOVELING....LMAO.
Like · Reply · December 9, 2016 at 12:09pm · Edited

Fla Patriot 4 Trump @clarkbay1080 · Jun 9
Replying to @IreneSans @WFTV
Ummmm Yeah, and guess what.....Water IS Wet!
Lo que consideramos muy cálido hoy, puede parecer especialmente caluroso para los abuelos. #Cambio Climático @ClimateCentral #ClimateChange

¡Entre el Tiempo y la Ciencia! Los inviernos se calientan a un ritmo más rápido que otras estaciones. No por ser pesimista, pero tenemos mucho que pensar y hacer! (Climate Central)

very cool! But this refers to the overall picture... long term, not just seasonal... for now.

not trying 2 argue. Would b nice 2 start seeing evidence of the imminent threat. Otherwise sounds like a hoax.
Why I do it...
My purpose serves the goal...
If your purpose is to keep people informed so they can be safe...

Take advantage of all the mediums there are to do it.